Introduction
scale
Approximate Failure Treatment of PDS-FEM

Shock wave lithotripsy as an example of 3D dynamic PDS-FEM
In this section, we present the successful regeneration kidney stones by focusing an ultrasonic pressure pulse onto the stones. By repetitively applying an ultrasonic pulse, the stone is broken into small enough pieces so that they can 
suggest referring the original paper for details. In their induced in water due to the ultrasonic pulse is shown in Fig.   3a . The induced pressure pulse in water consists of initial short and high intense compressive phase and a long and low intense tensile phase.
One of the interesting results reported in Xi et al. (2001) is the T-shaped fragmentation of a cylindrical sample as shown in Fig. 3b . Figure 4 shows the geometric details of the numerical model used for simulating this cylinder of radius 7mm and length 12.7mm is immersed. The water domain surrounding the cylindrical sample is modeled by table 1. The spatial variation of the water pressure pulse has been observed not to change appreciably in the vicinity of the sample. Therefore, a plane pressure wave pulse is used as the input to the simulation by applying the pressure pulse 4. In order to correctly capture the stress waves generated by discretized to nearly 6 million tetrahedral elements. Figure 5 shows some snap shots of water pressure and yy components in the solid. Figure 5a shows the compressive phase of the incoming pressure pulse. Once the to moves ahead of water pressure pulse (see Fig. 5b ), since the V p creates shock waves in water (which are not clear in these that of water. The induced shear waves in solid moves almost circular shape of the reflecting surface, leading to increase in amplitude of the focusing tensile pressure pulse. This generates, large tensile region as shown in Fig. 5d and 5e.
This high stress region sparks the initial crack.
samples of various sizes have been observed to break into pressure pulses, the cylindrical sample of the numerical simulation broke into three parts with T-shaped crack profiles (see Figure 6 ). Figure 6 shows the crack profile of the numerical simulation at several sections. In Figure 6 , the number at the bottom right of each sub- Figure 
Concluding remarks
is a great tool for crack propagation simulations of large phenomena like concrete wall failure under tsunami wave impact, shear crack propagation on pre-known surfaces, etc..
